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anbu sagotharan is a telugu language film released in 1974. directed by kodi
ramakrishna, the film stars jaggi rao in the lead role, with sivaji ganesan and

devika. the music was composed by saluri rajeswara rao, while the lyrics for the
songs were written by c. narayana reddy. the film won five state nandi awards in
1975. anbu sagotharan was dubbed into tamil as anbu sagotharan with senthil,
r. s. manohar, k. r. vijaya, c. vijayakumari, vijayakumar and manivannan. it was

released in 1974 with the same cast and the music composed by saluri
rajeswara rao and the lyrics were written by c. the film was remade in hindi as
maa baap re baap (1978). the version was remade in malayalam as thaayin

madathil (1999) and also as thambi nila vazhga (2002). anbu sagotharan is a
telugu language film released in 1974. directed by kodi ramakrishna, the film
stars jaggi rao in the lead role, with sivaji ganesan and devika. the music was

composed by saluri rajeswara rao, while the lyrics for the songs were written by
c. narayana reddy. the film won five state nandi awards in 1975. anbu

sagotharan is a 2004 indian telugu -language romantic drama film directed by
kodi ramakrishna and produced by r. s. goud and basavraj. it stars arjun and

meena in the lead roles and madhumitha in a supporting role. the music for the
film was composed by mani sharma. [5] it was released on 14 april 2004,

became a super hit at the box office and was dubbed and released in tamil as
anbu sagotharan with comedy track reshot with manivannan, senthil and

shakeela. [6] the movie is a remake of the 2002 kannada film thavarige baa
thangi . the movie became super hit at the box-office. [7]
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